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50 + Senior Day Tour Christchurch To Lake Tekapo 

Welcome to your personal fully escorted daily tour. 

Christchurch owned business since 2015 with local drivers in quality Mercedes Vehicles. 
We provide private chauffeured day tours tailored to suit every interest. We have included our top picks to provide you 

with a day of relaxation and fun. 

Sunday we Tour to the beautiful Lake Tekapo. (Every Sunday we make this tour) 

1. We pick you up from your front door leaving Christchurch around 9am. 

2. Travel to the beautiful Lake Tekapo travel time there 3.5 hour with stops. 

3. One the way we will drive through Ashburton and a quick look at the Ashburton gardens / then onwards to 

Geraldine and the Barkers Juices shop where you can purchase Jams, chutneys and so much more. Just a short 

stop to the Fairlie lookout and onto the township and a must stop at the Fairlie bakery for a delicious Pie. 

4. Only 30 minutes from Fairlie we arrive at Lake Tekapo and our first stop at the “dog” statue and walk around to 

the Church of the Good Shepherd and a walk down to the lake. Back into your chariot and a drive around to the 

pebble beach for a walk around. 

5. Leaving the Beach and heading up the hill to mount john observatory and a packed snack for everyone. What a 

view and plenty of photo opportunities.  

6.  Heading back to earth driving past the township around the lake to the Lake Reserve for a walk around. 

7. The drive is about 2.5 hours back so we will be heading away about 2.30pm to take everyone home. 

Included is your famous pie from the Fairlie bakery & packed lunch/ fruit juice. Only $290 Per person 

Terms and conditions: 
All passengers must be mobile as walking will be involved, sorry no walking sticks or wheelchairs on this trip. 

Please dress in casual cloths and footwear, bring a hat, maybe a jacket, sunglasses. 

Cancellation: We accept cancellations 12 hours before booking or transfer to another day. 

Other: Covid19. Face masks are not provided but hand sanitizer will be provided by the driver. If cancelled because of Covid level a full refund 

provided. 

All bookings will be confirmed by ether -mail/text or phone call. 

Payment: We can take payments over the phone or payable on line once we forward an invoice to confirm the date for your tour. 
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